terms of the contract, it held that 'the parties did not agree that the arbitration agreement covers the renewal of the contract, thereby they limited the scope of the arbitration agreement to disputes arising out of or in connection with the lease contract that expired' in 2008. The Presidium did not make any comments as to the opinion of the panel of judges on the arbitrariness of issues that involve the state registration of real estate rights.

Comments

This case calls for the following comments:

Unless the parties have agreed otherwise, the renewal of a contract is not covered by an arbitration agreement contained in the original contract, even if the arbitration clause is drafted so as to cover a broad range of disputes. This is because under Russian law, the renewal of a contract constitutes a new contract. An arbitration clause referring 'all disputes arising out of or in connection with the contract' to arbitration does not extend to a new contract. Therefore, an arbitration agreement does not cover the renewal of a contract, unless it provides otherwise.

The Presidium of the Supreme Arbitrazh Court refused to comment on the arbitrariness of real estate title issues, despite the fact that the panel of judges at the Supreme Arbitrazh Court had raised this question. This question thus remains unsettled.

Notes


Impartiality test for arbitrators

In 2007, the Russian Supreme Arbitrazh (State Commercial) Court in OAO NK Rosneft v Yukos Capital Sarl ruled that arbitrators must disclose their connection to the parties’ counsel at the time of their appointment. The facts of the case suggested that one of the arbitrators had spoken at a conference organised and sponsored by the law firm representing Yukos Capital Sarl. in the arbitral proceedings.1

Russian law stipulates that an arbitrator must disclose any circumstances which may give rise to justifiable doubts as to his impartiality or independence.2 Based on such disclosure, a party to the arbitration may decide whether to challenge the arbitrator. The arbitrator’s failure to provide such information at the time of his appointment may serve as a ground to set aside the award.3

In the case at hand, the court set aside the award on the ground that one of the arbitrators had failed to disclose circumstances which could give rise doubts as to his impartiality or independence. However, the court did not explicitly say that the participation of an arbitrator in a conference organised and sponsored by one of the parties’ counsel constitutes per se a circumstance giving rise to justifiable doubts as to his impartiality or independence. This
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led to a vivid discussion among practitioners over whether arbitrators are biased if they appear at academic events organised and sponsored by the opposite party’s counsel (law firm).

There was no subsequent case law regarding this matter until the recent decision of the Court of Cassation of the Moscow Federal Circuit in *Erikk van Egertat Associated Architects B V (Netherlands) v Capital Group LLC (Russia)*, which involved a similar set of facts. In this case, Capital Group LLC requested that the court refuse the enforcement of a Swedish arbitral award (rendered under the SCC Arbitration Rules) on the ground that the co-arbitrator appointed by the claimant was biased because she had once spoken at a conference organised and sponsored by the law firm of the opposite party’s counsel. In support of its argument that the co-arbitrator was biased, Capital Group LLC also relied on the fact that the counsel representing Erikk van Egertat had spoken at the same conference.

The court rejected Capital Group LLC’s argument. It based its ruling on two specific grounds. First, it was established that the law firm had acted only as a so-called ‘information sponsor’ (promoting the conference among its clients and partners) and had certainly not had any influence on either the program of the conference or on the speakers’ list. Secondly, the participation of the co-arbitrator in the conference did not create any dependence on, or commercial interest with, the counsel (law firm). On that basis, the court found that the arbitrator fulfilled the impartiality requirements set forth by international provisions and the SCC Arbitration Rules (which governed the arbitration proceedings).

**Comments**

The decision of the Court of Cassation of the Moscow Federal Circuit is timely and welcome as it brings some clarity to the impartiality requirements for arbitrators in Russia.

Russian courts had adopted the position that an arbitrator’s involvement in academic events organised by the law firm of the parties’ counsel must be disclosed to the other party and failure to disclose such circumstance is a ground for setting aside the award. Yet, the courts had not answered the main question of whether the mere participation in such a conference biases the arbitrator.

The recent decision illustrates that the impartiality test comes down to determining whether there are any interactions creating a dependence or commercial interest between the counsel (law firm) and the arbitrator. It is within the court’s discretion to decide whether, in a specific case, any form of sponsorship for a conference in which an arbitrator participated creates such dependence or interest and thus gives rise to justifiable doubts as to his impartiality.

In this particular case, the court ruled that ‘information sponsorship’ does not create any special relationship between the counsel (law firm) and arbitrator.

Furthermore, the court held that the fact that the arbitrator and counsel had spoken at the same conference does not necessarily give rise to justifiable doubts as to his impartiality.

The court underlined that the impartiality requirements also depend on the applicable arbitration rules. Thus, in our opinion, any applicable rules or guidelines of the arbitration institution chosen by the parties on the arbitrators’ impartiality are of significant relevance in the context of setting aside or enforcement proceedings in Russia.

**Notes**

4. Resolution of the Federal Arbitrazh Court of the Moscow Circuit, No KG-A44/8155-09, case No 440-51596/09-68-457, 27.08.2009
5. The court did not refer to a specific provision. However, it can be understood that the court was referring to Article 5.1 (d) of the New York Convention, which in turn, in the absence of an agreement between the parties on the matters, refers to *lex arbitri*, i.e., the Swedish Arbitration Act.